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IMPORTANT STUFF
•

Send your Nationals entry in pronto!

•

If you haven't paid your subs and you're reading this WE MUST HAVE SENT IT BY MISTAKE!

•

Some North West event venues have been changed due to protesters blocking Inland Road!

EDITORIAL
Last months editorial contained suggestions on
how to spice up an event and thereby thoroughly
discourage orienteers. It reflected my disquiet
regarding the level of setting competence that we
are currently accepting in our events.
Once again, only John felt moved to comment
politely. I have reluctantly printed his drug-crazed
ramblings later in this very newsletter.

Are we asking too much?
It's a natural consequence of the youth of orienteering in New Zealand, its informality, its small
scale, and our limited resources, that we cannot
expect volunteers always to turn out the best
work. We don't have the option of censure or
sacking. You can't do that to volunteers.
We can train them. But I'm convinced that the
problem does not lie with the younger or less
experienced setters. The problem lies, it seems,
with some of the more experienced controllers.
I once heard a teacher described as having had
"Not 16 years of teaching experience - but one
year's experience repeated 15 times." Maybe this
is the issue.
Each of us has preferences and sometimes these
manifest as eccentricities.
Each of us is
comfortable with the familiar and avoids anything
too wild. But when we avoid new ideas and reject
criticism, we're in big trouble.
Everyone makes mistakes, and so what. But
when we don't recognise our mistakes, even when
they are pushed in front of us, what then?
There has to be a reason why some of our most
experienced controllers allow bad courses, bad
legs, bad control sites to get past. I'm not talking
about obscure problems, or simple human error
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but obvious misjudgements.
It means that the Controller didn't bother with, or
didn't care about, one of the fundamental rules of
course setting.
If a controller is inexperienced, he can be forgiven
his mistakes. The fault lies with the committee
who selected him. If a setter plans a bad course,
his controller protects him from the consequences.
But if the controller doesn't look for problems, he'll
never find them...

What can we do about it?
Criticism after the event is too late, it's destructive,
and it doesn't stop the same thing happening
again.
Maybe we need to take pre-emptive
measures.
Has the time come for us to accredit controllers
according to their training, their experience and
their performance, and to place restrictions on
who may control events? Ken Holst began such a
scheme a couple of years ago - I have a
magnificent certificate to prove it.
Alternatively, and here perhaps is a more viable
idea, we could institute some scheme of
assessing every event according to competitors'
comments, written down after the event. The
organisers thereby get valuable feedback without
having to endure competitors' emotional states
immediately after their runs.
This month's newsletter includes an article about
course setting originally written some time ago by
Selwyn Palmer. Please, if you can spare the time
to read it, and you don't agree with any of the
points - ask yourself why, and let us know.
MARK ROBERTS
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WARNING! Venue changes have been caused by protesters b l o c k i n g Inland Road!
1st

Fri

Last posting date for Wanganui Anzac 3 day
Last date to let Marquita know if you don't want to be on the AOA address list
Last date to pay your Club subscription and continue receiving this fine newsletter

Fri 1 s t
Sat 2 nd
Sun 3rd
Mon 4 th

CM
NW
NW
NW

Whiri Whiri, Pukekohe
Kaipara Knolls, Woodhill
Nga Puketurua, Woodhill, Sprint-O
Nga Puketurua, Woodhill

Sun 3rd

NZ

World Cup 1 '94, Woodhill, spectators very welcome
More assistance is needed, please call John Watson 818 2519

5 th -11 th
7th,8th
6th,8th

Easter 4 day
See Feb Newsletter
Pre-entry, you're too late now!

Development Squad trip to Australia
Southern Cross Junior Challenge, Ballarat, Australia
World Cup 2 & 3 '94, Ballarat, Australia

Weds 6 th

C

Central Club Meeting, members welcome, 19:30, 53 Allens Rd, East Tamaki

Thu 7th

NW

NorthWest Club Meeting, members welcome, 19:30, 8 Agathis Ave, Mairangi Bay

Sun 10th

H

Pakaroa, Morrinsville, Farmland, Club event
Signposted from Tauwhare, call Les on 078 391 214 or Jim on 07 856 9501 for
details. Starts 11:00-13:00

R

Club event, Waipapa, Tauranga-Rotorua highway, hilly forest map, Club event
Deadline for late entries for Christchurch Anzac 3 day

Tue 12th

Last opportunity to call and pre-enter for Waipu Caves event, 17th April

Sat 16th

Last posting date for entries in NZ Orienteering / Casio photograph competition

Sun 17th Wh

Mini Rogaine, Waipu Caves
Some maps available on the day, starts at 11:00 (3 hour rogaine) and 12:00 (2 hour
rogaine). Signposted from SH1 between Ruakaka and Waipu. See March
Newsletter. Rolling to steep farmland. Setter/Controller Terry & Grant Conaghan.
For further details call Rhys Thompson 09 438 4866

P
Wed 20

th

Thur 21 s t

Redwoods, CDOA OY3, signposted from Putaruru, 10:30 - 13:00, open farmland.
Deadline for material for May Newsletter

CM

Schools event, Reeve's Farm
Primary and Intermediate schools, Franklin Zone but other schools welcome, starts
10:00 to 14:30ish, hundreds of schoolkids Contact Val Robinson 09 238 6911 for
information. Val would appreciate some assistance on the day.
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Sat 23rd
Sun 24th
Mon 25th

E/
RK

Sat 23rd
Sun 24th
Mon 25th

PAPO Godley Head, Score-O
PAPO Esk Vale, Canterbury Champs
PAPO Spencerville, Short-O

Sun 24th

NW

Sat 30th

Classic
Short-O,
Score event

Night-O

Anzac 3 day. Scoutlands, Wanganui
See March Newsletter

Anzac 3 day, Christchurch
See March Newsletter
For information call 03 384 5116

Autumn Series, White's Line, Woodhill NEW VENUE!!
5 courses. An introduction to traditional forest orienteering for those who began
orienteering in parks this year. Help available for those with less experience.
Signposted from SH16 south of Helensville, go to the end of Rimmer Rd, turn left
onto Coast Rd. Setter Alex Hood, Controller Geoff Mead. Starts 10:00 to 12:30.
Last posting date for K-Swiss National Champs, Queens Birthday weekend

MAY
Sun 1 st

CM

Autumn Series, Taurangaruru
Also Secondary Schools Competition 4. Starts 10:00 to 12:30. Farmland map. Drive
to Waiuku, turn right onto Awhitu peninsula, travel no more than a couple of
kilometers.

Mon 2 nd

CM

Club meeting, members welcome, 19:30, Robinsons', 45 East St Pukekohe.

Weds 4 th

C

Club meeting, members welcome, 19:30, 53 Allens Road, East Tamaki

Thur 5th

NW

Club meeting, venue undecided

Sun 8th

Squad Gib Woodhill Forest Run
Signposted from SH16 south of Helensville. Travel down Rimmer Road until you are
directed where to park. Mass start 10:30 for 5km run, 5km and 10km walk; 13:15 for
10km run, 12:30 for 10km mountain bike.
Wh

Gumtown, Club event
Farmland/bush, setter David Nevin 09 435 2415, starts 11:00 to 13:00, second use of
this map; first was last year's OY. David promises that courses do NOT cross the
stream this time. Go to Whangarei on SH1, take SH14 for 8km, turn down Kara
Road.

R

Okere Falls, Rotorua, Club event

Sat 14th

"Older Junior" Training Camp, Houghton's Bush, Muriwai, Auckland

Sun 15th

Senior Training Camp, Naseby, Otago
NW

Fri
4

20th

Autumn Series, Big Foot, Woodhill VENUE CHANGE!!
Signposted SH16 south of Helensville, down Rimmer Rd, right into Inland Road. Set
by Rob Ambler. Laser copied King Kong forest map. Starts 10:00 to 12:30.
Deadline for material for the June Newsletter
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Sun 22 nd

CM

Autumn Series, Robinson Road, Waiuku
Set/controlled by Ken & Jeanine Browne, Ken Green. Starts 10:00 to 12:30. Forest.

Sun 29th

R

Highlands Station, CDOA OY4, Rotorua
Signposted from Rotorua-Taupo highway, starts 10:30 to 13:00

NW

Secondary Schools Event 5, White's Line VENUE CHANGE!!
All orienteers welcome. Signposted from Rimmer Road, SH16 south of Helensville.
Starts 10:00 to 12:30. Setter Stan Foster.

THE YEAR TO COME
June

July

Aug

Sept

Oct

4-6

H

K-Swiss National Championships, Kawhia, details in this issue

12

NW Score Event, Muriwai

21

C

Auckland Secondary Schools Championships

8-9

R

National Secondary Schools Championships, Rotorua

18-22

O-Ringen, Sweden

30-5

Veteran's World Cup, Strathspey, Scotland

31

CM

AOA OY1, Waiuku Forest

14

NW AOA OY2, Otakanini Topu

20-21 D

Ski-O, Waiorau, South Island

21

H

CDOA OY6, Tuahu, Kaimais

28

C

AOA OY3, Woodhill

11

CM

AOA OY4, Matakauwau

17-18 T

Central Districts Championships, National Park

25

AOA OY5, Phoebe's Lake, 2 days

Wh

27-28

World Masters' Games, Brisbane, Australia

?

"Older Junior" & Squad Training Camp, Tui Ridge, Rotorua

1-9

Sandy Coves Carnival, Adelaide, Australia

?

Squad Training Camp, Australia

2

CM

16

NW AOA OY6, Waterfalls, Redwoods Forest, Warkworth

22-24

Auckland Relay Championships, Waiuku Forest

Wellington Championships

30

C

AOA OY7, Woodhill

Nov

5-6

NW Auckland Championships, Auahine Topu, Woodhill

Dec

3-4

South Island Championships
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SUMMER SERIES SURVEY
38 replied, 22 with no club affiliation, 11 Central club members, 4 NW and
1 CM. Some questions were left unanswered by some people.
Number of years orienteering
0-1
1-2
2-3
4+ years
4
6
4
21 Number of people
People found out about the series from the publicity sheet (7), AOA
magazine (5), by word of mouth (3) and from club members (3).

Event Quality
Question:

What is your overall rating of the quality of the courses and
event organisation on a scale of 1 to 10 (10 high)?

Rating
Courses
organisation

Frequency
5
6
1
1
2

of Rating
7
8
9
8
12
6
1
16
7

10
6
9

The average(mean) rating for courses was 8.1/10 (81%) and 8.6 for
organisation.
This compares favourably with 7.4 and 8.2 for the
thirty surveyed last season.
Control Descriptions
Question: The policy this season was to provide a description of a control
site only if necessary. That is, if the control feature was not clear
from looking at the centre of the control circle on the master map then it
should be described. The purpose of doing this is to force learners to
read the map's symbols and to navigate using the map, rather than just
looking around for the feature described in words in a control
description. This is the practice in Kiwisport orienteering.
This
approach was extended to courses 1 and 2 as experienced orienteers do not
need control descriptions with many of the control sites used in park
events. Are you happy with this policy now that you have seen it in
action? If not, what changes would you make next season. Why?
Answers:
The great majority were happy. Some indicated that they had found the
change away from providing control descriptions had helped them to improve
their orienteering. Discussions with people at the events indicated that
some experienced orienteers had difficulty in changing a habit of
hurriedly copying the control circle and relying upon the control
description to place the control site in the control circle. A misplaced
control circle on their map could cause them some grief! only three
expressed dissatisfaction with this policy. They all are experienced club
members who ran the longer courses.
6
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Question! The policy this season was to give discounts, from a base fee of
$5/map, for a series subscription and for a bulk purchase of maps. The
underlying rationale is one of rewarding a "valued customer". Discounts
for other groups, for example those in their first year of orienteering,
were not seen as necessary for promoting the sport. Club membership was
promoted through making the series subscription available only to members.
Are you happy with this policy now that you have seen it in action? If
not, what changes would you make to the event fees next season. Why? If
you joined a club this season was the series subscription discount an
incentive to do so?
13 were happy with the fees structure.
9 made no comment.
5 said the base fee of $5 was too high.
3 thought club members should pay less than $5.
2 thought the base fee too low.
2 liked the convenience of prepayment.
2 liked the bulk discount.
1 thought there was no need to discount for club members.
1 thought there was no need to discount for a series subscription.
1 suggestion was received for each of the following. Sell concession.
cards (like bus tickets), give discounts for prepaying for 7 or more
events, have no minimum number (currently 10 or more maps) for the bulk
purchase discount.
One person noted that the series sub was not attractive to the casual
orienteer. None of the persons who answered the survey were enticed to
join a club by the series sub discount being linked to club membership.
Any other Comments ?
Two responses were critical of "hidden controls" at the February Western
Springs event whereas another applauded the enhanced technical difficulty.
Less physical course 2's please.
Use Mangere mountain again.
Putting the event centre location on the publicity sheet is a good idea.
The more challenging courses set this series was good.
Have more than 12 events please. (Will certainly be considered)
Two requests for more social events.
How about street Os and night events.
Have other types of O courses.
Please can we have water at the finish. (This is unlikely to be provided
as it is easy enough for most people to take their own or buy a drink at
the event or local shop).
Too many common controls between courses 3 and 4. (This is deliberate so
that those who go from course 4 to course 3 on the day will have an easy
transition to going direct to course 3 the next week.)
Too big a jump in difficulty between courses 3 and 2. (unavoidable given
4 courses in total, two of which are merit to be as technically difficult
as possible).
Members should have more privileges.
Course 2 at the March Domain event was too hard for the junior students.
(They probably did the wrong course. Course 2 for schools was much easier
than course 2 for the public).
Please supply pens which write on wet clip cards. (Run slower so you do
not sweat all over your clip card. Alternatively you could run in from
the last control with your clip card held above you head drying off in the
breeze created by your speedy finish. If that does not work you could
JOHN POWELL
wait until it dries. I will try to remember to put a pencil on the
table).
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NORTHWEST
NEWSHOUND
The Club wishes a speedy recovery to Diane and
4 year-old Nigel Michels following a car accident in
February. Nigel was seriously injured when he
was hit by a car, and Diane is hobbling about with
a snapped Achilles tendon.
We hear that Nigel is improving daily and has
been spending some time at home recently. Get
well soon.
Months of hard work for some Club members will
soon come to fruition at the Easter 4 day event.
Best wishes to all representing New Zealand in
the World Cup and Southern Cross Challenge
Events.
Many thanks to Central Club for another enjoyable
Summer Series in the Parks - how do they keep
finding new control sites on One Tree Hill after all
these years?

CENTRAL
CHATTERBOX
Mapping
All credit goes to Mark Roberts (Ah, shucks... Ed)
who remapped One Tree Hill in record time for the
last summer series event.
It was incredibly
disappointing to have been thwarted by errant
couriers. Perhaps there is a volcanic cone with an
obelisk and single tree in Timaru after all.
Thanks are also extended to John Powell, Scott
Vennell, Kevin Wilson and Bruce Horide for
assisting with the remapping of One Tree Hill.
If anyone has any suggestions on new areas
suitable for mapping please contact Mark.
The remapping of Churchill Park is making good
progress, even though someone went and moved
lots of hills, trees, streams and buildings. It must
have been the same people who moved the trees
on One Tree Hill.

Peter Godfrey set challenging courses for all
grades at the North Harbour Masters event at
Muriwai on 13th March. It was great to be back in
Woodhill after a two month break.

Carrington is now a probable definite to be a new
Summer Series map. The news is that we have
good photographs and photogrammetry available,
and Unitec have run out of money so there will be
no more development work once the current
round is finished.

But what a pity there was such a small turnout.
The event was advertised as a pre-entry "Masters"
event, but there were courses available on the
day, suitable for all comers, and all orienteers
were welcome.

No longer a hospital for the seriously bewildered,
the Carrington campus is large, littered with tracks
and buildings and some terrain features. Mark
says that Carrington will be good for a couple of
runs each year.

Peter and Miki Snell enjoyed this event before
flying back to the States the following morning. It
was good to see the newspapers mentioning that
O is their favourite sport.

Katoa Po

North Harbour Masters

Lorri reports that Auckland juniors
ran
exceptionally well at Katoa Po (all night relays)
this year. The team had four NorthWest members.

NorthWest Club meeting
Next Club meeting, all members welcome, is
19:30 on Thursday 7th April, at the Stones', 8
Agathis Avenue, Mairangi Bay.
LISA MEAD 445 4555

Congratulations to Mark McLean, Rob Jessop,
Richard Bolt, Barrie Foote, David, Joanna and
Alistair Stewart for winning the Katoa Po (All
Night) relays held in Taupo recently. Barrie is
from the Dunedin Orienteering Club and
fortunately was able at the last minute to replace
Mark Roberts who had mapping commitments.
The course was held over intricate farmland.
Mark Stewart was the Central member in the AOA
junior team that beat the other area teams. A
successful weekend indeed for the Stewarts.

Etcetera
Richard Bolt has received a grant from Central's
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Junior Training Fund. This is to assist him in
getting to the Southern Cross Challenge in
Australia. Richard's course setting at the last
summer series event at One Tree Hill drew much
favourable comment.
Many thanks to John Powell, May Young, course
setters, coordinators, controllers and all those
helping with the Summer Series. The time, effort
and enthusiasm injected into the Summer Series
by this team makes it enjoyable for all.
A new fund for Central's National Representatives
was approved at the March committee meeting. A
sub-committee will be setting up guidelines for the
operation of the fund.
Other titbits of financial news: the car has been
sold and the purchase of a tunnel tent is being
investigated by Mike Ashmore.
Rudy Hlawatsch is in training for the Rotorua
Fletcher marathon that will be held late April. He
recently ran a half marathon at Whenuapai.
Despite the scorching hot day Rudy ran an
impressive 77 mins 45 sec. He was 20 th overall
and 12th in the men's section. Well done Rudy.
The Manukau Festival of Sports orienteering
events held early March were well supported by
Central. 14 medals were awarded to Central
members, including 7 gold. Thanks to John
Robinson and his team for interesting courses.
The club wishes Tony Nicholls all the best in
recovering from his illness.
Congratulations to Peter and Heather King on the
birth of their son Jefferson, a healthy lad weighing
8lb 13oz. born early February. He is welcomed by
his brothers Robert and John, and sister Alice.
We hear that Alistair Landels, whose airfare to the
Australasian World Cup events will be paid by
NZOF, is not only ranked number 1 in Britain right
now, but also came third in the British Fell Racing
National Championships. This last achievement is
particularly impressive because the Brits take their
fell racing VERY seriously and most fell racers
don't know which way up to hold a map.

April 1994

COUNTIESMANUKAU NEWS
The final day of the Manukau Festival Of Sport
attracted 59 entries to Totara Park.
John
Robinson presented medals; everyone seemed to
be in for a prize. With the added interest of Peter
Snell's entry the local paper was quick to go into
print with an O article.
By the time you see this the World Cup may be
over. To date, Wayne and Trish Aspin have made
13 long trips from Awhitu to Woodhill as part of
their course planning tasks.
On course planning - but not adding to last
months editorial - please don't place controls on
map corrections in fight, particularly when the
course is for veterans (eyesight problems) as
happened at Muriwai.

Summer Series
After competing in all of the Summer, Series
events, the Central OC officials who organised
them are to congratulated. There were probably
some hiccups that the competitors did not see, but
on the whole the Tuesday evening runs with map
in hand, and the get-togethers, were an enjoyable
exercise.
Tripping overseas are Jim and Phyl Snedden,
taking part in the firefighter's games in Perth,
spectating at the World Cup and then on to
Singapore and Hong Kong.
Counties Primary School organiser Val Robinson
will welcome any assistance for the Reeves Farm
event on 21st April.
Nothing about clipcards this time, although after
looking at the Summer Series results, perhaps
Batman (M19) should change his name to Burglar.

Counties-Manuaku Club meeting

Next club meeting is at 19:30 on Wednesday 6th
April 1994 at 53 Allens Road, East Tamaki; all
club members are welcome.

There will be no Counties-Manukau club meeting
during April - too many dignitaries overseas. The
May meeting will be on Monday 2nd at the
Robinsons' residence, 45 East Street, Pukekohe
(brown letterbox) at 19:30 All club members are
welcome.

CATHERINE HORIDE 376 5937

KEN BROWNE

Central Club meeting
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THE ARCHIVES
APRIL'84
For the first time in New Zealand, a 4 day event hosted by the South Auckland OC at Awhitu,
Taurangaruru, Maramarua and Waharau. Places
were decided on a points system, with Careen
Eade operating a computer to get rapid results on
a large display board fixed to Lyndsay Shuker's
truck.
A great social weekend was had, with dancing at
Waipipi Hall, relaxing in the Miranda hot pools,
and barbecues at Waharau.
The W21A placegetters were Alison Stewart, Kitty
Jones, Carey Martin, Trish Aspin, Katie Fettes and
Eileen Frith. M21As were Rob Garden, Kevin
Ireland, John Rix, David Melrose, Bill and Bryan
Teahan.
All
gained Gold credits so the

competition was close.
This was the last use of the Maramarua map; but I
have heard a whisper that it is still runnable.
A new map, Selwyn Road, was the venue for
OY3. Selwyn Palmer set the courses. The event
was followed by a barbecue to farewell the Moens
off to Norway.
Moire Park was the scene of two events for
Joanne Cunningham and Jeanine Browne,
competing in the Auckland Cross Country Champs
for Manurewa, then orienteering the next day.
140 turned out for the Sunday park event. Most of
those participating were established orienteers; no
schools took part 10 years ago. Club Contacts on
the results sheet were Central: Briar Gregory;
South Auckland: Jill Bell; and Northwest: Judy
Martin.

JOHN RAMBLES ON, AND ON...
Kia ora Mark
Another controversial editorial (March 94) following your inaugural
address? You seem determined to live dangerously!
You listed some things to avoid when course setting, vetting and
controlling. One category which you missed is "Perversity". An
example of this during the 93/94 summer series was the deliberate
and unnecessary placement of a control standard in a smelly oozy
cow-pat muddy bog. Fortunately, perverse control sites are rare.
One of the examples you gave of things to be avoided was the use of
winning times rather than medians when setting non A grade courses.
The inappropriateness of a course 3 promotional event median time
of 60 minutes was mentioned. Given that your editorial coincided
with the end of the summer series some people may infer that you
had in mind one or more summer series events. I hasten to reassure
your readers that this could not be the case. For the record, the
summer series median times for course 3 were 21, 29, 34, 39, 28,
39, 33, 26, 29, 22, 30 and 30 minutes.
The editorial exhorts vetters to be
it is no easy matter to get vetters
observation over some years is that
well at badge level, is problematic
function at all well in promotional

controllers. In my experience
to be controllers. My
the controller system works
at OY level and does not
events.

What is at issue is who is accountable. Many setters have a great
deal of ownership of the courses they set and although willing to
take advice are reluctant to relinquish control. This is
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reinforced by the orienteering community who seek out the setter at
events to vent their praise or spleen, rather than the controller.
In short, it is the setters reputation which is at stake, not the
controllers.
Assigning control to a "controller" has turned out to be
impractical with central club's summer series. Partly because the
summer series controller, who has the overall responsibility for
the series, is perceived as being "in control" and is usually
present at the events. And partly because most s/vetters feel more
comfortable with the vetter role of advising and checking only.
On reflection I prefer the vetter role for summer series events.
what I think we could try next series is to suggest to vetters that
if they are very unhappy with a proposed course, and the setter
refuses to make an adjustment, then they could appeal to the summer
series controller as a third party referee.
Your listing of things for s/vetters to avoid is apt.
Nevertheless, it should be recognised that it is very difficult to
set the perfect long course on a park map. I think that we need to
keep this in mind and not have unrealistic expectations, for
example, that the same ground will not be covered more than once
and that there will not be a single boring leg.
It would be helpful at non-competition events if we focussed on the
good features at the end of our run rather than the one or two
things which were disappointments. When we then discuss the course
with the setter our comments will be more likely to be perceived as
helpful suggestions for development rather than abuse. After all,
15 good legs out of 16 is an excellent mark; why foam at the mouth
with rage over the one poor leg, particularly when it may have been
unavoidable.
Some criticism that I have heard at farm and park events has been
unbalanced. It has been delivered publically and with vehemence.
The setter and vetter, who had worked hard and gave it "their best
shot", were disappointed and embarrassed.
Such a competitor response would be understandable if the setter
and vetter had been employed at commercial rates and had been
funded through competitors' course fees. It makes sense if the
event had been widely advertised and competitors had travelled long
distances. However, it makes little sense for experienced
orienteers to have badge-level expectations of the long courses at
local promotional events.
Thank you for your editorial.
thoughts.

It has helped me clarify my

I thought your reference to me as a "closet Wellingtonian" in the
last issue was a bit unkind. After four years in Auckland my
Wellingtonianess has surely shrunk to a summer series cash box size
at least! I know, as a wardrobe Wairaraparian, that you will
appreciate the metaphor.

JOHN POWELL (CENTRAL)
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COURSE SETTING GUIDELINES
Written by Selwyn Palmer 5 years ago, here paraphrased by Mark, following a suggestion from
Rob...

Personnel
Ideally, the Controller should be more experienced
than the Setter. Although the Setter initially plans
the courses, the event will be the product of a
partnership:
Both the Setter and the Controller should feel free
to analyse, discuss, re-plan and accept revision,
to obtain the best possible courses.

Timing
Allow plenty of time. I suggest at least three
months for a forest event, and three weeks for a
park event Several field visits will probably be
necessary. I always find that after one or two
visits, and some nights of sleep and thought, I
have some fresh ideas, and I need to visit the
area again.
I usually draft my courses at home first, which is
OK if you are already familiar with the terrain. If
you have never been there before, it is often
useful to take a run over the map first.

Choosing the event centre
Think about parking, access, toilets, shelter and
proximity to the area of the map that you want to
use.
I have often found that my event centre is
determined by wanting to be close to a good part
of the map for the easy courses.
I usually begin my course planning by finding the
parts of the map where there are plenty of
handrails, catching features, obvious attack points
and easy terrain for the easy courses.
Then I look for technical areas where I can set
challenging longer legs with route choice for the
longer courses. I plan as many of these really
interesting legs as I can - and when I have a good
selection, I consider how to link them together,
modifying the course layout to suit.

The purpose of orienteering events
Orienteering has been defined as an equal test of
12

running ability and navigational skill.
We satisfy the running test simply by providing a
course of appropriate length and steepness. We
need to think about this aspect much more, except
to try to keep runners away from bush-crashing
and mountaineering.
It is false to justify a long track run by saying that
you are testing running ability. It is OK to justify a
track run on an easier course by saying that you
are testing basic navigational skills.
So, the primary purpose of the event is to provide
a navigational exercise; and this is the Setters
primary concern.
Everyone should finish and say "That was fun;"
and I also hope they will say "That was fair."
We want newcomers to feel that we are well
organised; we want them to plan to come again.

Fairness
Fairness is the basic ingredient of all sport. When
luck becomes necessary for a good performance,
competitors rightly become irritated and don't
enjoy the experience.
Even the winner gets little satisfaction from a lucky
win.
I cannot emphasise enough how important it is to
eliminate the luck factor.
There are many
potential causes of the luck factor; try to predict
them, even though it's not easy.
Controls must be easily visible when the orienteer
is at the feature. When she reaches the centre of
the circle, she should not need to search for the
control - not for one second.
Never hide a control behind a tree or in long
grass. If necessary, change the control site, move
the control by a few metres, or remove whatever is
blocking it from view.
Orienteering is all about how to get from one
control site to the next. It is the navigation en
route that makes the sport unique.
So check the routes open to the orienteer. Is
each route more or less as the map says? If
inaccurate or out-of-date mapping makes one
potential route unfair, change the leg or use a
map correction.
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Check the mapping
Check the mapping in the vicinity of the control,
especially between any obvious attack points and
the control. If the map is faulty, move the control.
It's conventional not to solve this problem with a
map correction, which might obscure the control
feature or confuse the orienteer.
Watch out for parallel features near the control.
They must also be well mapped. And avoid
doglegs - sensible route choices that mean the
runner may enter and exit by the same route,
telegraphing the presence of the control to the
next runner.
Avoid controls on minor point features in otherwise
featureless or vague terrain. It's bound to be a
bingo control, because not even the most skilled
and careful orienteer will be able to find it reliably.

Checking and double-checking...
The control must be in the right place. We can
spend hours improving other aspects of the
course and the event, but a misplaced control is a
disaster.
So Controllers should never ever
assume that the Setter chose the right spot, or
planted the control in the right spot, or put the
right control code on it, or got the description right.
Check everything - and double check.
And whenever the Controller selects a site or
plants a control or whatever, then the two swap
roles so that the Setter can play Devil's Advocate
and look for any problems.
Check each master map, and pre-printed copies
too, and the descriptions, and double check that
they are in the right box. Everything!
If you are ever unsure about the level of difficulty
or fairness of a control site or a leg, always err on
the side of easiness or prudence.
It's the
Controller's task to listen to complaints after the
event, and no-one ever complained about a
course that was too easy or too short; need I say
more?

Purpose of a control
Every control is there for a reason. Usually the
purpose is to begin or end a good leg, full of map
reading, route choice, and navigational problems.
Sometimes a control may be needed for a short
"re-locating" leg, to set up the next good leg, or
avoid a bad leg or a dogleg.
So examine every control. What happens if it is
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removed? Will the quality of the course suffer?
Perhaps it will improve. Sometimes we fall into
the trap of setting very regular legs with similar
length and difficulty. Removal of an unnecessary
control can change the picture. And it cuts down
the work you must do!

Legs
Now examine every leg. Does it provide an
appropriate challenge? Minimise "dead" running long, boring runs to the next attack point or
catching feature.
Remember that one orienteers navigational
problem may be boring for another, so always
consider appropriateness for the grades on the
course.
Aim at a reasonably consistent technical level for
all legs on a course. Although you can throw in an
easy one on a long course, never put a tough leg
on an easy course. The inexperienced orienteer
will not spot the change, and then you've lost him.

Control sites
Never use a feature merely because it is interesting, exciting or pretty. The design of the leg
should determine the position of the control.
But within an area that might be quite large,
almost any specific site would be appropriate for a
given leg. That's why it's best not choose control
features at home, but to identify a rough area and
then go and find a well-mapped feature in a clear
area. If you arrive with a precise circle already on
your draft control map, it's tempting to stick to it
even though it's not the best available.
Although orienteering is a test of navigation
between controls, not finding controls in the
thicket, avoid making the control so very obvious
that navigation ceases before the orienteer enters
the control circle.

Ambiguity
Avoid controls on similar features close together,
or with similar codes.
Strictly, the rules say the second control should
not be inside the circle from the first. But a better
rule of thumb is to avoid overlapping control
circles entirely, no matter what course they are on.
There is always another control site available.
And it makes setting easier.
Don't put a control on or very near to a map
13
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correction. It's too easy to get wrong or to
introduce confusion.
Every control should be on a
feature, which is described on
same way that a reasonable
describe what is to be seen
(Mappers aren't perfect.)

a lucky break.

definite mapped
the map in the
orienteer would
on the ground.

Tricks of the trade
Make navigation more demanding (A grade) by
placing controls away from handrails, collecting
features or attack points. Make it averagely
demanding (B grade) by placing controls near to
these. Make it less demanding (C grade) by
placing controls on or alongside these features.
Many forest maps have a series of regular-sized
compartments bounded by roads or fences. If you
put a control in the middle of the block, the first
section of the next leg will be a dead run to the
road. So typically a leg will cross much of the
block to reach a control. Unfortunately, this
makes courses on these maps very regular - all of
the legs are the same.
Parallel features, typically linear terrain features
like spurs or valleys, can lead an orienteer astray which can be good or bad. Look for these
possibilities.

Variation
Try to vary leg direction, leg length, types of sites,
terrain, and navigational challenges. It all makes
the course more interesting.
You can vary the specific skills being tested, by
varying the nature of the legs and parts of the
legs. Look for:
•

slow run / careful navigation followed by fast
run / rough compass

•

pacing on bearings, distance estimation

•

heading off

•
•

over or round
contour navigation

•
•

avoiding parallels
reading fine detail around the control.

Doglegs
Avoid doglegs, or controls with very sharp angles
between the entry and exit legs. Watching a
runner enter and exit a control gives the next guy
14

The usual solution to a sharp angle between legs
is a short right-angled teg created by an extra
control.

Don't tempt the orienteer to cheat
Avoid tempting runners with cross-overs or
controls from different parts of the course close
together.
Avoid legs with route choices that cross out-ofbounds areas. The runner may be tired, or
tempted, or may not be able to distinguish where
the out of bounds is on the ground, or may not be
familiar with the symbol.

Fight or flight?
Physical difficulty NEVER compensates for
technical challenge. Orienteering is a navigational
test, not a steeplechase.
Avoid climb. The runner won't thank you for it.
If you have to set a steep uphill leg, break it up by
putting in an extra control or two, which will
introduce a navigational challenge too. Make
them zigzag up the slope instead of a long hard
grunt straight up.

Drawing the course
Draw any corrections onto the master maps, as
well as the map correction copies. On corrections
copies, state which courses they relate to.
Provide plenty of master maps. Beginners take
much longer to draw courses (and so do some
experienced runners, copying long courses!)
Ensure that the pens are red, and that they work.
Circle size should be 5 or 6mm. Never put a dot
on the feature; if you feel you must, go find
another feature. Make sure that your circles don't
obscure anything important.

More next month!
SELWYN PALMER (& MARK ROBERTS)
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GIB WOODHILL
FOREST RUN
The major source of funding for the National
Orienteering Squad, this is the 14th consecutive
Woodhill Forest Run sponsored by Win stones /
Gib Board. It happens on 8th May, with starts
from 11:00.
Organised as usual by Dave Melrose and
Bronwen Allen, and assisted by members of the
Squad, 2000 runners and MTBers are expected
again this year.
Temu Road has been chopped down, so the
Event Centre is in the usual place, on Rimmers
Road, but the run is in the Motorcycle Park area to
the north of the Temu Road map.
(Maybe
somewhere else next year, says Dave.)
Put the word out, and if you want to support the
Squad, come on the run. If you'd like to assist
with parking, call Rob Garden on 412 8879.

KIWISPORT AND
CENTRAL OC '93
After a busy first six months in 1993, the next six
were much quieter.
We visited Henderson North School, where the
staff had invited several neighbouring schools to
join them in learning about the Kiwisport approach
to a number of sports.
Thirteen teachers learned about Orienteering.
In October 1993 the four Auckland Sports Trusts
called a meeting of coaches from various codes.
Annette Wilson and May Young attended. Here
the Hillary Commission's "Kiwisport Accreditation
for Teachers and Parents" proposal was
presented. See NZ Orienteering, Feb 94 for
details.
Some very strict guidelines were recommended.
Some codes, for instance Hockey and
Gymnastics, already have systems for grading
and registering coaches at various levels.
22nd Feb 94 saw the annual visit to the Auckland
College of Education, where Annette and May
spent the day with five groups of student teachers.
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Joanna Stewart and Lisa Mead helped as well;
and Nicholas Mead, aged 2, demonstrated StringO.
Lots of positive feedback made the day
worthwhile.
May also met the staff of Dawson School, Otara to
instruct them in Kiwisport Orienteering.
MAY YOUNG 828 7750

PUZZLE-O
Answers to last month's puzzle
Hidden sentence 1: "You have it"
Hidden sentence 2 : "Sweets to the sweet"

This month's puzzle
A carpenter noticed a hole exactly 3 centimetres
square in the floor of a house she was building.
All she had on hand was a cylindrical broom
handle that was 3 cm in diameter, as well as her
hammer and saw.
How did she repair the hole, using only these
resources?
MAY YOUNG

NATIONAL NEWS
The New Zealand Orienteering Federation Annual
General Meeting was held on 26th February.
Here are some of the points that came up:
• New club members who join after the first half
of the financial year may pay a half-levy to
NZOF.
•

Victoria University and Waikato University
Orienteering Clubs are now accepted as
affiliated members. The Leppin Sport OC is
not.

•

A "National Orienteering Week" will be held in
early 1995.

•

The WOC (World Orienteering Champs)
Squad is now called the National Orienteering
Squad.
Bill Teahan (Hamilton) has been
appointed to the role of Squad Manager. Rob
Garden is Coach(ing Coordinator).
15
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NZOF's new Technical Officer is Jim Lewis
(Taupo) who succeeds Ken Holst (Rotorua)
who is to be presented with the Silva
Challenge Award for services to O during
1993.
Southland OC have won the Ampro Compass
Award for the greatest increase in membership
during 1993.

KATOA PO
All Night Relays? Sounds daft, but it's lots of fun.
This year saw the largest number of teams
entered in the history of this event, run each year
by the Taupo Club. 23 teams included 9 junior
teams.
The old Opepe map proved impossible to read
under torchlight, so the Club chose to remap at
rather short notice (where have we heard this
before?)
Central Club's team won, with a little help from a
Dunedinite. The Egmont Eagles, who have done
so well in the past (they actually train for Night-O,
and select teams with the aim of winning!) came
second, with a Hamilton team third.
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NZ Junior Inter-District Competition. The second
will be the South Island Championships, and the
third the Central Districts Championships.
Two junior teams represented AOA this year, and
for some members it was their first experience of
orienteering at night. The feeble moon made it a
daunting experience for some, but all gave it their
best and survived.
The main competition is for teams of seven, but
this year saw a new format for junior teams with
five members.
The Auckland A team did particularly well. When
the fifth and final team member crossed the line,
he was 8 minutes ahead of the pack - including
the 5th leg runners in the main competition!
Perhaps next year we should enter an Auckland
Junior Team in the main competition. Watch out
Central and Egmont!

Results
1
3h 10m 9s
Auckland A (Mark Stewart,
Nic Foster, Marc Isted, Alex Hood, Peter Ambler)
2

3h 27m 51s

Wellington

3

3h 56m 15s

CDOA#1

4

4h 14m 54s

CDOA#2

The Junior grade was of course won by the
Auckland Hellcoots, a stacked team if ever I saw
one.

5
4h 25m 29s
Auckland B (Tina Charles,
Jamie Munro, Melissa Frith & Rachel Shuker,
Charlotte Hood, Sasha Middleton)

AUCKLAND JUNIORS
AT KATOA PO

The Auckland team for the CDOA Championships
will be selected from results in the Autumn Series
and Auckland OY events.

The name of this event once included the words
"All Night". They were dropped this year because
in the past not all teams took all night to relay
around the courses set by the Taupo OC.
The first runners set off at 8pm, when there's still
some significant daylight left. If the promised
moon rises on time, there's light for everyone.
This year, however, there was considerable cloud,
a few threatening raindrops and thick swirling mist
between 1 am and 2 am.
Not until the last finishers crossed the line did the
early morning murk turn into a beautiful clear
dawn with, of course, a large brilliant full moon.
These relays are the first event of the year in the
16

LORRI O'BRIEN

PROMOTING NZ
ORIENTEERING
The recent NZOF AGM agreed to financially
support Alistair Landels (Central, domiciled in the
UK) and the National Squad to help them to travel
to the Australasian World Cup events.
The
amount agreed to was $3800. Al's return airfare
will be paid, as will the national team's entry fees.
We must start recognising that this form of
promotion is the way to get maximum exposure for
O. Our elites have put in an enormous amount of
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their time and money to produce superb results in
recent international events.
These results have given NZ high international
recognition. It is time that we started to reward
our elites for their efforts.
The World Cup events in Australia and NZ will
probably be our only opportunity this century to
capitalise upon such prestigious events on our
own doorsteps.
Alistair and our other elites, running on their own
home ground, have a real chance to come in the
top ten, and even conceivably to win. Don't be
surprised if they perform particularly well.
We've been busy with promotion of orienteering
nationally, especially Mike Baldwin's efforts in
relation to APOC. 65 reports appeared in 30
newspapers around NZ. We can expect more
publicity come Easter.
Wayne Munro has secured verbal OKs from TV2
for featuring the World Cup on Mobil Sport. This
has to be the best possible TV exposure but WE
have to pay THEM $6000!
LES WARREN, NZOF SECRETARY

IRREGULAR VERBS
•

I orienteer. You relocate. He gets lost.

•

I race. You go for a run. She barely makes it
round.

•

I win most of the time. You win some of the
time. He hasn't got a show.

•

I'm the best. You're the rest. She's a crock.

•

I look ahead.
stuffed.

You look behind.

He looks

STOLEN FROM BILL TEAHAN / TALES OF WOA

NOVEL EVENTS

Adagi-O
Piggy-back O, mixed pairs or trios mandatory.
(Adagio: "a ballet duet by a man and woman or
mixed trio displaying difficult feats of balance,
lifting or spinning")

Aficionad-O
Designed by setters, controllers and organisers as
a revenge upon troublemakers who whinge at
events. Deliberate mistakes are included in the
course and competitors must report what they are.
Plot the course at home, but don't actually set out
the controls. Choose the most gruesome control
sites.

Aggr-O
Competitors run around the course shouting
obscenities at anyone they meet. If another
competitor gets in your way at a control, barge
them out of the way. Ripping maps out of the
hands of W12Bs is mandatory.

Al fresc-O
Events held in the nice clean fresh air. This type
of event is now rare in the northern hemisphere
due to widespread pollution. Such events were
once common in the southern hemisphere but are
now becoming rarer due to ozone depletion
caused by northern hemisphere pollution.

Amm-O
An event held during the hunting season or on a
firing range. Recommended only for the most
alert orienteers.

Aut-O
For the fitness impaired. Choose ten sights in a
city you've never visited. Your mission, should
you be prepared to accept it, is to drive to all of
the sights without making a wrong turning.
Unfortunately, you have to use one of those
horrible free maps from an Information Centre.

Avocad-O
Accelerand-O
Knock-out competition where competitors run as
many 1km loops as possible, each faster than the
previous one. They must also beat the other
competitor who is running in the opposite
direction.

Competitors are required to eat plates of hors
d'oeuvres at each control site.

More next month...
STOLEN FROM BILL TEAHAN / TALES OF WOA
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ETCETERA
National magazine

Newsletter scale

If you haven't yet received your copy of the yellow
February 1994 issue of "New Zealand
Orienteering" (used to be called MapSport), it's
time to make a fuss.
One day, when this newsletter has a thousand
readers, and affluent advertisers, and the
contributors send their material in on time, I might
aspire to producing such a superb publication.
Well done, Bruce.
If you have any publishable work of a regional
nature, send it to me ; if you feel it has a wider
appeal, please send it to Bruce.

Following a few firm suggestions, I've persuaded
Word for Windows to print all this in 11 point
instead of 8 point. As Lesley so nicely put it, "The
Auckland Orienteer" is now printed at 1:10,000
instead of 1:15,000!

Making the newsletter look like this involves hours
and hours of experimentation the first time, but
future issues should be much easier (I hope.)

Fame and fortune

More event Information please

The Dunedin Club's Bunny Rathbone will be
featured as a "veteran athlete" in a new TV1
series called "50 Forward" that is conveniently
transmitted at 09:30 Tuesdays and Thursdays.
Her program will be some time between April and
September!

Event organisers! Please let me have more
information about your coming events! Just
phone me and give me the guff.

Round the Bays
What a great day! I've never been involved in
Organised Running before, so it was all new to
me. I guess most of you have tried it before.

Apologies to those who found last month's issue
tough to read. Any further suggestions will be
duly adopted if my conscience and my physiology
permit it.

Our readers want to know how to get there, what
to expect, when to start, who's in charge, who to
call, etc. Put yourself in the shoes of a novice:
what would you want to know? I am printing
detailed information for the next TWO months,
and sketchy information for the next year.

Auckland event calendar

Round The Bays is New Zealand's biggest annual
party, preceded by an easy 8.4km run. No hills,
no fight, no wiggly brown lines, no navigation, just
90,000 people getting in the way, a bit like trees
but moving.

You'll find a yellow event calendar in this issue. IT
IS NOT FOR YOU. It's for your neighbour, or your
friend, or the noticeboard at work. PLEASE
DON'T WASTE IT.

Tom Davies (M45A, COC) ran for the 22nd time,
and achieved a PB of 31 minutes, a creditable 6
minutes behind Phil Clode and well within the top
100. Sharpened elbows reserved him a place
within metres of the start line and a clear run (after
face planting within seconds of the start, ask him
to show you his roadrash.)

Next Issue (May 1994)

Four month old Harrison Melrose-Allen was
possibly the youngest runner on the course,
recording 57 minutes in his 3 wheel aII-terrain
buggy, with a little bit of help from Dave and Bron.
Marquita organised 13 orienteers to hand out Gib
Woodhill Forest Run information after the event.
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Will be edited by me again, so send your contributions to Box 99612, Newmarket, or 23a Shore
Road, Remuera, or fax to 263 4794, or phone me
on 520 5993. Deadline is Wednesday 20th April.
Disks please, if you can. ASCII text with no hard
returns, or Microsoft Word.

Credits
The New Zealand Orienteering Federation
acknowledges the support of the Hillary
Commission.
MARK ROBERTS 520 5993
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New direction to
Snell's running
By TERRY

MADDAFORD

Peter Snell could be an interested spectator at this weekend's
national track and field championships — but don't count on it.
He and his wife, Miki, are more
likely to be found competing in a
local orienteering event.
As president of the club In their
home town of Dallas, Texas, Snell is
keenly Involved with what he described as the "slowest-growing big
sport in the US."
Miki, who finished third In her
age group in last year's national
championships, is the region's representative on the national body. Between them, they are the driving
forces in the local club, which has
regular competition in an area not
far from the Dallas-Fort Worth airport.
Snell, back In Auckland for a
series of lectures on sports science
and allied subjects — of which he
speaks enthusiastically — was just
as keen to talk of orienteering, a
recent legends mile race in Miami
and this year's reunion in England to
mark the 40th anniversary of Roger
Bannister's first sub-four minute
mile.

Peter Snell
"I am really looking forward to
meeting Gunder Haegg for the first
time." said Snell before he and his
wife set off for a run in the Auckland
Domain. "He and fellow-Swede Arne
Andersson were part of the history
of the mile and it will be great to talk
with them."
And Snell's time in that legends
mile? "I estimated 6m and did 5m
57s, so that wasn't too bad. I still
have some trouble with my knee,
but it's not too much of a worry."

Snell. New Zealand's greatest athlete — his three Olympic golds and
two from the 1962 Commonwealth
Games in Perth are testament to
that — says sports science, especially In New Zealand. Is taking time
to find general acceptance.
But, he is convinced that pattern
will change.
"In my lab I found it was hard to
get athletes in until they were running poorly," Snell said. "It was as if
our work was being used as a lastditch thing. But once the athletes
and their coaches had experienced
what we were doing they could see
the benefits.
"The sports scientist is not the one
to tell the coaches what to do,
rather, we are there to answer questions. Coaching expertise can be
enhanced by a good sports scien¬
tist."
Snell has been invited to Finland
in an effort to help to reverse the
poor effort by Finnish athletes in the
1992 Barcelona Olympics.
He will speak on a number of
subjects at the April congress, in¬
cluding an in-depth study on accli¬
malising and preparing for the
environmental conditions expected
for the 1996 Atlanta Olymplcs.
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